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INTRODUCTION
A groupoid Q is called a loop if Q has a unique division and a neutral
Ž . Ž .element. The mappings L x  ax and R x  xa are permutations ona a
Ž . ² :Q for every aQ and the permutation group M Q  L , R : aQa a
is called the multiplication group of Q. The stabilizer of the neutral
Ž . Ž .element is denoted by I Q and we say that I Q is the inner mapping
group of Q. This connection between loop theory and group theory was
 established by Bruck 1 and he investigated the structure of loops by using
multiplication groups.
ŽIn this paper we are interested in the solvability of loops recall that a
loop Q is solvable if it has a series 1Q   Q Q, where Q is0 n i1
.  normal in Q and Q Q is an abelian group . In 1996 Vesanen 9i i i1
Ž . Ž .showed that the solvability of M Q in the group theoretical sense
implies the solvability of Q if Q is a finite loop. After this it is natural to
Ž .be interested in those properties of I Q which imply the solvability of
Ž .   Ž .M Q . In 4, 7 we have been able to show that if I Q is a dihedral
Ž . Ž .2-group or if I Q is abelian, then M Q is solvable. What about the
Ž .  Ž . situation that I Q is non-abelian and I Q  pq where p and q are
 prime numbers? We investigated this situation in 5 and by using the
1 Work partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research.
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Ž .classification of the finite simple groups we managed to show that M Q is
solvable if q 2 and p	 61, q 3 and p	 31, and q 5 and p	 11.
Now we are able to give a general proof in the case that q 2 and p is
Ž .  Ž . an odd prime. Thus M Q is solvable if I Q  2 p; moreover, if Q is
finite then also Q is solvable.
Many properties of loops can be reduced to the properties of connected
transversals in the multiplication group. This concept was introduced by
 Kepka and Niemenmaa 6 and it is clear that also in this paper we have to
apply the theory of connected transversals. Section 1 contains basic infor-
mation about connected transversals together with some preliminary lem-
mas which are needed later. In Section 2 we prove our main theorem
which is formulated in pure group theoretic terms: If a group G has a
Ž .subgroup H of order 2 p p is an odd prime and if there exists a pair of
H-connected transversals in G, then G is solvable. Our proof uses rather
elementary counting arguments and a detailed analysis on how certain
involutions of G are distributed among the cosets of H. Finally, in Section
3 we apply our results on loop theory and we get a solvability criterion for
finite loops.
Our notation is standard and for basic facts about the relation between
 loops and groups we refer to 1, 6, 8 .
1. SOME LEMMAS
Let G be a group, H	G, and let A and B be two left transversals to
H in G. We say that the two transversals A and B are H-connected if
1 1 Ž .a b abH for every a A and for every b B. By L H we denoteG
Ž .the core of H in G the largest normal subgroup of G contained in H . If
 4  4 Ž .Q is a loop then A L : aQ and B R : aQ are I Q -con-a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .nected transversals in M Q and the core of I Q in M Q is trivial.
The connection between multiplication groups of loops and connected
 transversals was given by Kepka and Niemenmaa 6, Theorem 4.1 :
THEOREM 1.1. A group G is isomorphic to the multiplication group of a
Ž .loop if and only if there exist a subgroup H satisfying L H  1 andG
² :H-connected transersals A and B such that G A, B .
In the following three lemmas we introduce some basic results on
connected transversals. We assume that G is a group, H	G, and A, B
are H-connected transversals in G.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.2. If L H  1, then 1 A
 B and N H H Z G .G G
Ž . gLEMMA 1.3. Now A and B are left and right transersals to H for eery
gG.
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LEMMA 1.4. If H is cyclic, then G is solable.
 For the proofs, see 2; 6, pp. 113114 .
We also need the following group theoretic results for the proof of our
main theorem.
LEMMA 1.5. Let G be a transitie permutation group on the finite set X
Ž .  Ž . 4    Ž . and for gG denote F g  x X : g x  x . Then G Ý F g .gG
 For the proof, see 3, Theorem 9.1 .
LEMMA 1.6. Let G be a finite group and let G AH where A is abelian
 and H is a subgroup such that H  pq where p q are prime numbers.
Then G is solable.
 For the proof, see 5, Lemma 2.5 .
2. MAIN THEOREM
In this section we consider the situation that G is a group, H	G,
 H  2 p, where p is an odd prime number and A, B are H-connected
transversals in G. We denote by P the Sylow p-subgroup of H. We shall
start with a series of preliminary lemmas which are needed later.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. If H is a maximal subgroup of G and L H  1, thenG
 g H
H 	 2 for eery gGH.
Ž . gProof. Clearly, N H H. Thus HH , whenever gGH. IfG
 g  gH
H  p, then P	H
H . Now P is a normal subgroup of H and
g ² g: Ž .H ; hence P is normal in H, H G. Since L H  1, this is notG
 g   g possible. Thus either H
H  1 or H
H  2 for every gGH.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let H be a maximal subgroup of G and L H  1. IfG
a A and b B such that aH bH, then b1a a1 bH
H a1 
H
H b1 .
Proof. Now a1 b1abH and b aH. Then b1aH
H a1 H

H b1 . From Lemma 2.1 it follows that either b1a is an involution or
b1a 1. In both cases b1a a1 b.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a finite group, let H be a maximal subgroup of G,
Ž . aand let L H  1. If H
H  1 for some 1 a A, then A B and GG
is solable.
Proof. Let H
H a 1 and aH bH, where a A and b B.
Clearly, H
H a1  1 and from Lemma 2.2 it follows that a b.
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Then let uH wH where u A and w B. Now a A
 B; hence
a1 u1auH. Thus a1 u1awH and finally a1 u1 waH. It fol-
lows that u1 wH
H a1  1; hence u w. We conclude that A B.
Then let b a2H
 A. Now a1 baH bH a2H and thus ba a2H.
Ž 1 2 .a Ž 1 .a 2 1 2 a1It follows that b a  b a H and b a H
H  1. Thus
b a2. Now assume that e A. Then e1ea2 and e1ea are elements of
Ž 1 a.a Ž 1 .a a2 1 a a1H and since e e  e e , we conclude that e e H
H 
Ž . Ž . Ž .1. Thus e C a and this shows that, in fact, A C a . Since C a 
G G G
Ž .H 1, we have A C a .G
 Thus A is a subgroup of G and since A, A 	 A
H 1, it follows
that A is an abelian group. Thus G AH and by Lemma 1.6, G is
solvable. The proof is complete.
We are now ready to prove
 THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a group, H	G, and H  2 p, where p is an
odd prime number. If there exist H-connected transersals A and B in G, then
G is solable.
Proof. We first assume that G is finite and our proof is by induction on
 the order of G. As in 5, proof of Theorem 3.1 , we may assume that H is a
Ž .maximal subgroup of G, L H  1, and G is a simple group.G
If there exists 1 a A such that H
H a 1, then G is solvable by
Lemma 2.3. Thus we may assume that H
H a  1 whenever 1 a A.
Ž .  Now N P H and thus P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G; hence G : H G
1 kp. Since G is a simple group, k is an odd number. We can consider G
as a permutation group acting on the set with 1 kp points and H is a
one point stabilizer. Since H
H g  1 whenever gGH, we con-
clude that in the action of H on the remaining kp points every orbit has
length p. From Lemma 1.5 it follows that if cH is an involution, then c
Ž . Žis a product of k p 1 2 distinct transpositions. Thus c and all conju-
.gates of c fix k 1 points. We again apply the counting argument from
Lemma 1.5 and we get
 G  1 kp 1 kp p 1 N 1 k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Žwhere N is the number of conjugates of c in G. It follows that N 1
. Ž .  Ž .  Ž .kp p k 1 and thus C c  2 k 1 . As p does not divide k 1, weG
Ž . Ž .conclude that k 1 divides 1 kp 1 k  k p 1 . Thus k 1
divides p 1.
The number of those conjugates of the involution c which are not
Ž . Ž . Žcontained in H is N p kp p 1  k 1 . If every coset aH here
. Ž . Ž .1 a A contains at most one conjugate of c, then kp p 1  k 1
	 kp. Thus p 1	 k 1 and, in fact, p 1 k 1. It follows that
Ž .every coset aH 1 a A contains exactly one conjugate of c.
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x Ž .Now assume that d c  aH where a C c HH and xG.G
d d1 d Ž .Clearly, c H and thus cH H d is an involution . We con-
clude that c and cd are elements of H
H d and by Lemma 2.1, c cd.
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .  Thus d C c and dc is an involution. Since C c H  p 1 HG G
and each coset aHH contains exactly one conjugate of c, it follows that
Ž . Ž .  Ž .  ŽC c has 2 p 2  1 elements which are involutions. As C c  2 pG G
.  Ž .  s Ž . Ž 1 , we conclude that C c  2 s 2 . But then 1 kp 1 pG
. Ž .2 2 s2   2 s12 p p 1  2 and G  2 p. Now it is clear that G is a
solvable group.
Thus we may assume that there exists a coset aHH which contains at
least two conjugates of c. Is it possible that aH contains more than two
conjugates of c? If c x, c y, and c z are three different conjugates of c
contained in aH, then c x ah, c y ak, and c z at, where h, k, tH.
x Ž x.1 1 1 x y 1 x 1 a1Now c  c  h a and c c  h kH. As c a H and
c ya1 H a1 , we get c xc yH
H a1 and by Lemma 2.1 we know that
c xc yH is an involution. Likewise c xc zH
H a1 is an involution and
now it is obvious that c xc y c xc z. But then c y c z, a contradiction.
Thus we may assume that there exists a coset aHH which contains
exactly two conjugates of c. We denote these two different conjugates by
c x and c y. Since c x, c y aH, it follows that c xaH and c yaH. As
c xaa1c y c xc yH and c xc y is an involution, we conclude that either
c xa or c ya is an involution. In what follows we assume that c xa tH is
an involution. Now we write c xc y dH and, of course, d is an
involution and c x, c y, and d commute with each other. If t d, then
a c y, but this is not possible by Lemma 1.3. Thus assume that t d.
Ž . b x bNow we write E C t H
 B. If 1 b E, then a  aH and c G
Ž x.b Ž .bc  at  aH. Since aH contains exactly two conjugates of c, it
Ž x.b x Ž x.b yfollows that either c  c or c  c .
Ž x.b xIf c  c for every b E, then applying Lemma 1.3 we see that E,
x y Ž x.  Ec , Ec , and Ed are disjoint subsets of C c . As E  k 1 andG
 Ž x.  Ž . Ž x.C c  2 k 1 , we have too many elements in the subgroup C c .G G
Ž x.b x Ž x. f yThen assume that c  c and c  c for some b, f E. Now
x m1 m Ž . mc  h , where hH and m A. Thus b  C h and also b  bHG
Ž . y m1 f m1 f Ž x. C t H. We conclude that h t. Now c  t and t  C cG G
Ž .m1 m1 f m Ž . 1 Ž . C t ; hence t  C t . Thus m fm C h and fG G G
Ž x. Ž x. f xC c . But then c  c , a contradiction.G
Ž x.b y Ž y. g bThus we may assume that c  c for every 1 b E. Now c 
y 1 Ž y.c , where g y x. It follows that gb C c for every 1 b E. If weG
 4 x ywrite W gb : 1 b E , then W, Wc , Wc , and Wd are disjoint subsets
Ž y.    Ž y.  Ž . Ž .of C c . Since W  k and C c  2 k 1 , we have 4k	 2 k 1G G
and thus k 1. Now H has 1 p left cosets in G, H contains p
conjugates of c, and each of the cosets aHH contains at most two
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Ž .conjugates of c. Thus 1 p p2	 p 2 p which means that p 3 or
 p 5. By 5, Theorem 3.1 , G is solvable.
Ž . Ž .Then assume that G is infinite. If L H  1, then HL H is cyclicG G
Ž .and GL H is solvable by Lemma 1.4 and clearly G is solvable.G
Ž . ² :Thus we can assume that L H  1. Let G A, B and let a and hG
Ž .  1 1be fixed elements from A and H. We write F a, h  b B : a b ab
4 Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž . h . If b, c F a, h , then bc  C a and b C a c. Thus F a, hG G
Ž . Ž . C a b , where b is a fixed element from F a, h . Now BG h h
Ž . Ž . 4 F a, h and G  BH  C a b : h  H H. It follows thath H G h
 Ž .   2  Ž .  Ž .G : C a 	 H . Thus G : C H is finite and therefore G : N H isG G G
Ž . Ž .  Ž .finite. By Lemma 1.2, N H H Z G and thus G : Z G is finite.G
 Ž . Ž .  Ž .Since HZ G Z G  2 p we conclude that GZ G is solvable by the
first part of our proof. But this means that G is solvable.
² :Then let K A, B be a proper subgroup of G. Now A and B are
K
H-connected transversals in K and thus it is clear that K is solvable.
   Ž .Since G : K is finite, we conclude that G : L K is finite. NowG
Ž . Ž .HL K L K is cyclic or of order 2 p and this implies the solvability ofG G
Ž . Ž .GL K . From the solvability of L K it follows that G is solvable. TheG G
proof is complete.
3. LOOP THEORY
The relation between multiplication groups of loops and connected
transversals was given in Theorem 1.1. The following solvability criterion
 has been proved by Vesanen 9, Theorem 1 .
THEOREM 3.1. If Q is a finite loop whose multiplication group is solable,
then Q is a solable loop.
By combining Theorem 3.1 with Theorems 1.1 and 2.4 we immediately
have
ŽTHEOREM 3.2. If Q is a loop whose inner mapping group has order 2 p p
. Ž .is an odd prime , then M Q is a solable group. If , in addition, Q is finite,
then Q is a solable loop.
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